2020 Online Fall Program Classes

**AMAZING Package:**
Students may choose to train in one (1) classes for the entire six (6) week program.

**GRACE Package:**
Students may choose to train in three (3) classes for the entire six (6) week program.

**CONSERVATORY Package:**
Students may choose to train in five (5) classes for the entire six (6) week program.

*Once selected, the classes are non-transferable.

**Classes are Saturdays from September 19th - October 24th, 2020**

**10:00 – 10:45 am**
**SPOKEN YOGA – MELVIN BOYCE**
All Ages

This experience will be a 6-week journey in self-care. Students will learn how to use different breathing exercises that will help them self-regulate their emotions. Students will then combine these breathing exercises to move through basic Yoga poses that will help relax the nervous system. The highlight of this experience will be the journaling where students will be able to create short poems and creative writing stories. Students will leave feeling more in-tune with their mind, body, soul, and ultimately, more confident about their self worth.

**11:00 – 12:00 pm**
**BEGINNING JAZZ DANCE – CASSIE CRUMP**
Ages 8–12

This exciting and stylized class strongly encourages dancers and students new to dance to discover and add their own personality to every movement. Jazz combinations and terminology will include basic jazz turns, piques, pirouettes, and the infamous jazz walk!
11:00 – 12:00 pm
INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED JAZZ DANCE/FUNK – CHRIS SMITH
Ages 13-18

This class is designed to get you in the groove and move, with dynamics influenced by various infused with styles of Jazz, African and a little of Modern technique, dancers will be creating and building their musicality while understanding flow and staccato movements.

11:00 – 12:00 pm
ACTING FOR THE CAMERA WITH ANDRE KINNEY
Ages 13-18

This fun and interactive course will teach students how to improve vocal technique and to give more confident vocal performances. Students will extend their vocal range, learn proper breath control and develop better pitch. Students will study various singing styles in different genres of music, and will practice the art of ad-libbing within music.

12:15 – 1:15 pm
VOICE – THE WORLD OF SINGING WITH MR. STEPHAN
Ages 13-18

This fun and interactive course will teach students how to improve vocal technique and to give more confident vocal performances. Students will extend their vocal range, learn proper breath control and develop better pitch. Students will study various singing styles in different genres of music, and will practice the art of ad-libbing within music.

12:15 – 1:15 pm
MEDIA ARTS – EBONI PRICE
Ages 10-18

Media Arts teaches the fundamentals in film and photography. From inception, creation to post-production, students will get a wide scope into the world of TV and Film from the behind the lease perspective. *Imovie and computer strongly suggested for this class.
1:30 – 2:30 pm
**VOICE – THE WORLD OF SINGING WITH MR. STEPHAN**
Ages 8–12

This fun and interactive course will teach students how to improve vocal technique and to give more confident vocal performances. Students will extend their vocal range, learn proper breath control and develop better pitch. Students will study various singing styles in different genres of music, and will practice the art of ad-libbing within music.

2:45 – 3:45 pm
**BEGINNING COMEDY / IMPROV – CHRISTOPHER RICHARDS**
Ages 8–12

On your mark, get set, let’s go! Learn the fundamentals, technique, and mastery of improvisation and comedic character work in this high energy class where we put in ‘Fear in the Rear’ and unleash the ‘Courageous Characters’ that live inside us all! We are as limited as our imagination! Let’s have some fun!

2:45 – 3:45 pm
**ADVANCED COMEDY / IMPROV – WENDY RAQUEL ROBINSON**
Ages 13–18

On your mark, get set, let’s go! Learn the fundamentals, technique, and mastery of improvisation and comedic character work in this high energy class where we put in ‘Fear in the Rear’ and unleash the ‘Courageous Characters’ that live inside us all! We are as limited as our imagination! Let’s have some fun!